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insight will challenge, develop and inspire your
students.It will motivate and engage them with thought
provoking topics and information rich texts which will
challenge their opinions and inspire them to think
critically about the world they live in.It will prepare them
for a life of learning with a clear focus on developing their
skills and autonomous learning habits.It will give your
students a deeper awareness of how language works,
furnishing them with not just the meaning of vocabulary
but also the rules that govern its use, allowing your
students to use it with confidence.
The complexity and range of Robert Louis Stevenson’s
short fiction reveals his genius perhaps more than any
other medium. Here, leading Stevenson scholar Barry
Menikoff arranges and introduces the complete selection
of Stevenson’s brilliant stories, including the famed
masterpiece Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, as
well as “The Beach of Falesá” and Stevenson’s
previously uncollected stories. Arthur Conan Doyle has
written that “[Stevenson’s] short stories are certain to
retain their position in English literature. His serious
rivals are few indeed.” This Modern Library Paperback
Classics edition includes explanatory notes, a Scots’
Glossary, and a unique appendix dedicated to
Stevenson’s influence on the Oxford English Dictionary.
This grammar reference is written for the advanced
student. It combines explanations of English grammar
with information on how, when and why we use different
structures. It shows the differences between spoken and
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written grammar and includes frequency information on
the most common forms.
Henry Lawson, V. S. Naipaul, Nadine Gordimer and
Chinua Achebe are respectively Australian, Caribbean,
South African and Nigerian, yet they all write in English.
The 'English' literature of the ex-colonies is proving to be
the most interesting and innovative of our times: this
volume offers a significant example of its vitality and
originality. As Salman Rushdi said, 'the Empire writes
back'.
The publication in 1890 of Wilde's only novel led to a
furious public debate over art and morality. Dorian Gray's
double life in elegant high society and in London's most
degraded slums express the essence of aestheticism
and fin de siècle decadence and shows up the
hypocrisies of Victorian society.
Valperga, published in 1823, the year after Percy Bysshe
Shelley's death is a romance of the 14th century in Italy,
during the height of the struggle between the Guelphs
and the Ghibellines, when each state and almost each
town was at war with the other ; a condition of things
which lends itself to romance. Mary Shelley's intimate
acquaintance with Italy and Italians gives her the
necessary knowledge to write on this subject. Her
zealous Italian studies came to her aid, and her love of
nature give life and vitality to the scene. Valperga, the
ancestral castle home of Euthanasia, a Florentine lady of
the Guelph faction, is most picturesquely described, on
its ledge of projecting rock, overlooking the plain of
Lucca; the dependent peasants around happy under the
protection of their good Signora. That this beautiful and
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high-minded lady should be affianced to a Ghibelline
leader is a natural combination ; but when her lover
Castruccio, prince of Lucca, carries his political
enthusiasm the length of making war on her native city of
Florence, whose Republican greatness and love of art
are happily described, Euthanasia cannot let love stand
in the way of duty and gratitude to all those dearest to
her ...
Since its publication in 1842, Dead Souls has been
celebrated as a supremely realistic portrait of provincial
Russian life and as a splendidly exaggerated tale; as a
paean to the Russian spirit and as a remorseless satire
of imperial Russian venality, vulgarity, and pomp. As
Gogol's wily antihero, Chichikov, combs the back country
wheeling and dealing for "dead souls"--deceased serfs
who still represent money to anyone sharp enough to
trade in them--we are introduced to a Dickensian cast of
peasants, landowners, and conniving petty officials, few
of whom can resist the seductive illogic of Chichikov's
proposition.
Johannes Klumpers Biotechnologies, such as genetic
engineering, cloning and biodiversity, raise many legal and
ethical concerns, so it is important that people understand
these issues and feel able to express their opinions. This is
why the European Commission has been, for a number of
years, supporting actions to improve communication among
scientists in these diverse areas. The project ‘Women in
Biotechnology’ (WONBIT), financed under the 6th
Framework programme of the European Commission, is an
excellent example of what can be done to target opinionformers such as scientists, economists and lawyers in bottomup activities, and to encourage a debate on gender issues
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triggered by developments in the life sciences. WONBIT gave
rise to a successful international conference highlighting the
importance of adopting good practices and ethical
considerations in parallel with the rapid pace of progress in
biotechnology – from a woman’s point of view. In particular,
the conference addressed women in decision-making
positions in b- technology with specific reference to scientific
excellence, social competencies and management qualities
as well as issues relating to environment, society and the
younger generation. But it did not stop there: a key part of the
conference was dedicated to stimulating public debate among
non-specialists, which has led to a number of recommentions to policy-makers on better communication in
biotechnology, on taking better account of the gender aspects
of research, and on involving more women in the decisionmaking process that surrounds developments in
biotechnology.
As humans re-negotiate their boundaries with the nonhuman
world of animals, inanimate entities and technological
artefacts, new identities are formed and a new
epistemological and ethical approach to reality is needed.
Through twelve thought-provoking, scholarly essays, this
volume analyzes works by a range of modern and
contemporary Italian authors, from Giacomo Leopardi to
Elena Ferrante, who have captured the shift from
anthropocentrism and postmodernism to posthumanism.
Indeed, this is the first academic volume investigating
narrative configurations of posthuman identity in Italian
literature and film.
THE superstition upon which this tale is founded is very
general in the East. Among the Arabians it appears to be
common: it did not, however, extend itself to the Greeks until
after the establishment of Christianity; and it has only
assumed its present form since the division of the Latin and
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Greek churches; at which time, the idea becoming prevalent,
that a Latin body could not corrupt if buried in their territory, it
gradually increased, and formed the subject of many
wonderful stories, still extant, of the dead rising from their
graves, and feeding upon the blood of the young and
beautiful. In the West it spread, with some slight variation, all
over Hungary, Poland, Austria, and Lorraine, where the belief
existed, that vampyres nightly imbibed a certain portion of the
blood of their victims, who became emaciated, lost their
strength, and speedily died of consumptions; whilst these
human blood-suckers fattenedand their veins became
distended to such a state of repletion, as to cause the blood
to flow from all the passages of their bodies, and even from
the very pores of their skins.
ADVENTURE Seren wants to go on a school trip to Paris
more than anything. But when her Dad won’t even let her
walk home from school by herself, how is she going to
convince him? Determined not to give up on her dream,
Seren comes up with a plan. But she quickly learns that even
the best plans can go wrong, and even the biggest dreams
can end up broken. She needs another plan fast. But will it be
good enough to convince her Dad? Dossiers: A food journey
across the United Kingdom, Claude Monet, Wales
«???????????? ???» – ??????? ???????? ??? ????????? ????
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"It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in
possession of a good fortune, must be in want of a wife."One
of the most famous opening sentences in literature introduces
the world to Austen's classic tale of love, class, and marriage
in 19th century England. The story follows Elizabeth Bennet,
an independent, intelligent, and beautifulyoung woman who
encounters her seemingly impossible suitor the rich,
handsome, but prideful Fitzwilliam Darcy. Through their
inevitable and at times adventurous courtship, both Elizabeth
and Mr. Darcy gain self-understanding about themselves and
their follies. Even after nearly 200 years, this tale of pride and
prejudice continues to draw readers with Austen's masterful
telling of a captivating love story, an insightful observation of
human nature, and above all, a witty examination of a cast of
unforgettable characters.
Prose adaptation in modern English with FCE-style and
Trinity-style (Grade 8) activities on the four skills. Includes
internet projects, background information on films of Macbeth,
Scotland, witchcraft, exit test with answer key, playscript and
CD with full recorded text.
An eBook edition of Bram Stoker’s classic novel Dracula with
a new extended introduction on vampire myths and legends
by leading vampire expert Dr Tina Rath. The introduction
explores the development of Vampire myths and legends
from early sixteenth-century stories to the current teenage
vampire obsession evinced by Buffy the Vampire Slayer and
the Twilight series of books and films. From Arnold Paul, an
allegedly real vampire of the sixteenth-century, to Lord
Byron's physician Dr John Polidori who created the vampire
Lord Ruthven, to Camilla, Brunhilda and Varney, who all
made their contributions to our picture of the vampire, the
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picture was completed by Dracula when it was published in
1897. Tina Rath explores our impressions of vampires
throughout the ages in books, on stage and on screen, as
well discussing the origins of Bram Stoker's Dracula. Dracula
is probably the best-known, least-read horror novel in the
English (or possibly any other) language. Say ‘Dracula’ and
we all know what we mean: the handsome Master Vampire
with sleek dark hair forming a widow’s peak on his forehead,
a black cloak, possibly lined with red silk, over faultless
evening dress, fangs and photophobia. What we will almost
certainly not visualise is Stoker's vision of Dracula. Tina
explains why.
‘To lose one parent, Mr Worthing, may be regarded as a
misfortune; to lose both looks like carelessness.’ Ever since
its debut on February 14th, 1895, The Importance of Being
Earnest has been a literary and theatrical success. The
brilliance of the witty conversation never ceases to delight
and entertain. However, beneath its dazzling ironic humour,
there is a deep vein of social criticism of Victorian society.
This intricate mix of comedy, absurdity, ambiguity and social
criticism makes The Importance of Being Earnest Oscar
Wilde’s masterpiece.
FESTIVALS Why do we celebrate Halloween? What do
people do to celebrate the New Year? Why is the egg a
symbol of Easter? Who invented the Christmas card? This
unique book explores the origins of our festivities, their
historical significance, and how we celebrate them today. The
audio-cd contains recordings in both American English and
British English.
The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde from Coterie
Classics All Coterie Classics have been formatted for
ereaders and devices and include a bonus link to the free
audio book. “Those who find ugly meanings in beautiful
things are corrupt without being charming. This is a fault.
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Those who find beautiful meanings in beautiful things are the
cultivated. For these there is hope. They are the elect to
whom beautiful things mean only Beauty. There is no such
thing as a moral or an immoral book. Books are well written,
or badly written. That is all.” ? Oscar Wilde, The Picture of
Dorian Gray A man sells his soul for eternal youth and
scandalizes the city in Oscar Wilde's The Picture of Dorian
Gray.
This book is suitable for children age 4 and above. “The Fox
and the Stork” is a story about a stork that goes to a fox’s
house for dinner. The fox decides to make fun of a stork by
treating it to a plate of soup. The stork is unable to drink the
soup and leaves the fox’s house hungry. The stork decides
to teach the fox a lesson. The next day when the fox goes to
the stork’s house for dinner, the stork treats the fox to a tall
jar of soup. The fox goes home hungry and realises its
mistake.
The Castle of Otranto is a book by Horace Walpole first
published in 1764 and generally regarded as the first gothic
novel. In the second edition, Walpole applied the word
'Gothic' to the novel in the subtitle - "A Gothic Story". The
novel merged medievalism and terror in a style that has
endured ever since. The aesthetics of the book shaped
modern-day gothic books, films, art, music and the goth
subculture
This is the classic tale of "Frankenstein," first published in
1818 by Mary Shelley. It tells the story of Victor Frankenstein,
a young scientist who creates a grotesque creature. The book
is written in the form of letters and narratives by multiple
narrators.

LOVE Desperate without his Catherine, Heathcliff
runs away. But when he returns a few years later a
series of events starts to destroy the relationship
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between the Lintons and the Earnshaws. Dossier:
The Imaginative World of the Brontë Children
CRIME Since the autumn of 1888, when he
terrorised London, Jack the Ripper has become
famous all over the world. How did he escape
justice? And who was he? There have been
hundreds of suspects and theories but nobody has
yet discovered his identity. Jack the Ripper takes
you back to the dark streets of Victorian London, to
investigate the crimes, examine the theories, and
meet the people who played their part in the drama.
Here is the full story of the most mysterious killer in
the history of crime. Dossiers: Life in the East End
Immigrants in the East End
Frankenstein. Ediz.ingleseTaylor & FrancisThe
Castle of Otranto Illustrated
Mary Shelley was not yet twenty years old when she
wrote this classic tale of a scientist’s attempt to
create a new noble species ... an experiment which
instead produced a monster. Frankenstein is here
presented in the 2nd, revised edition of 1831 and
includes an analysis of the most recent criticism on
Shelley’s science fiction masterpiece, as well as an
extensive filmography.
"The Problem of Cell 13" by Jacques Futrelle.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of
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world literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is
to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
Word count 9,685 Bestseller
Sigfrid Karg-Elert is no strange name to flautists. The
Op. 107 was The 30 Caprices for Flute were written
specifically for a friend of Karg-Elert's, a flautist
bound for service in the war. These short exercises
were designed to challenge linear one-staff thinking
and in short, keep the friend from becoming bored.
They are now a standard set of technical, dynamic,
and phrasing exercises for young flute students all
over the world. Re-issued from the original
authoratitive plates of Steingräber Verlag, 1910,
originally printed in Leipzig. Reprinted here by
Edition Fleury 2013. As with all Edition Fleury
publications, blank staff paper and section for
teacher notes are present in the back of the book.
In seventeenth-century Boston, Hester Prynne
shoulders the scorn of her fellow Puritan townsfolk
for bearing a child out of wedlock, and for her refusal
to name the father of her daughter Pearl, Hester is
made to wear a scarlet 'A' stitched conspicuously
upon her dress.
Word count: 5,915
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Oliver Twist; or, the Parish Boy's Progress is Charles
Dickens's second novel, and was published as a
serial from 1837 to 1839 and released as a threevolume book in 1838, before the serialization
ended.[1] The story centres on orphan Oliver Twist,
born in a workhouse and sold into apprenticeship
with an undertaker. After escaping, Oliver travels to
London, where he meets the "Artful Dodger", a
member of a gang of juvenile pickpockets led by the
elderly criminal Fagin.Oliver Twist is notable for its
unromantic portrayal of criminals and their sordid
lives, as well as for exposing the cruel treatment of
the many orphans in London in the mid-19th
century.[2] The alternative title, The Parish Boy's
Progress, alludes to Bunyan's The Pilgrim's
Progress, as well as the 18th-century caricature
series by William Hogarth, A Rake's Progress and A
Harlot's Progress.[3]In this early example of the
social novel, Dickens satirises the hypocrisies of his
time, including child labour, domestic violence, the
recruitment of children as criminals, and the
presence of street children. The novel may have
been inspired by the story of Robert Blincoe, an
orphan whose account of working as a child labourer
in a cotton mill was widely read in the 1830s. It is
likely that Dickens's own experiences as a youth
contributed as well.[4]Oliver Twist has been the
subject of numerous adaptations for various media,
including a highly successful musical play, Oliver!,
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and the multiple Academy Award-winning 1968
motion picture. Disney also put its spin on the novel
with the animated film called Oliver & Company in
1988.[5]
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